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The Audieoengine B2 Bluetooth Premium Speaker is music to the ears
Audioengine
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Speaker
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Bluetooth speakers may come in various shapes and colors, but the
trend seems to be towards “portable” with water-proofing and shockproofing leading the charge. What gets lost in this is the actual quality
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of the speakers playing the sound — a small portable speaker used
outdoors or being lugged from one place to the other isn’t expected
to sound as good as a conventional pair of speakers. That’s why
Audioengine’s B2 Bluetooth Premium Speaker stands out: it’s
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designed for home use and so puts the quality of the audio first and
foremost.
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What makes the B2 different from the normal pair of speakers is that
it’s wireless — using Bluetooth to accept streaming music. What
makes it different from all the other BT speakers out there is 1)a solid
and professionally constructed cabinet for the speakers that helps to
transmit the sound and 2)speakers that are worth listening to. The
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with this oil
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cabinet, which has a real wood veneer, also has a magnetic speaker
grill for exposing/showing off the speakers. That’s definitely a home
theater-type thing to do. As is having a DAC (digital audio converter)
known for its high signal-to-noise specs. Fancy talk for saying that the
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B2 is designed to play audio with quality. But anyone just looking at it
would gather that fact. Especially since the company manufactures
their own speakers and many of the parts — no slapping the name on
somebody’s other “box” here.
The B2 functions in a similar manner to other large BT speakers in that
it’s AC powered and has the usual array of minimal inputs (just a minijack). The electronics inside use aptX for the Bluetooth — this enables
more stability during the streaming and higher resolution in the audio
being “captured.” Audioengine helps this along with an external
antenna (this also increases the range of reception as compared to
internal antennas). Thanks to being AC powered, the B2’s amplifier
can be a strong one: 30 watts per channel driving 2.75” Kevlar
woofers and 3/4” Silk dome tweeters. Trust me, that’s as important as
the fact that the speakers are high-class.
Listening to the B2 was a pleasure because it “lives” in the home
theater world and so puts out the kind of sound expected there. As in
a good, expansive midrange response with a solid and deep bass.
Playing classical music through the B2 isn’t an exercise in frustration —
it’s just to enjoy. As is pretty much any other kind of music being
streamed to it, or even connected directly through the input.
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Getting the most out of the B2 necessitates that low-resolution audio
files (i.e., commonly used MP3) be tossed aside in favor of highresolution. Otherwise the quality of the speakers won’t be realized.
That would be a waste of what the Audioengine B2 Bluetooth
Premium Speaker offers to the listener.
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